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The Interface between corruption
and women land rights

When corruption compounds
gender biases in existing land
tenure practices, the outcomes
are hugely toxic….and
women are hit the worst
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solar. Granting large tracts of land to such investors at
once should be avoided. Rather, land grants should be
on incremental basis, provided investors have been able
to fully utilised previously granted land

WHICH WAYS FORWARD?
This brief earlier outlined some policy pointers which
should inform discussions. Land is a critical asset and its
relevance permeates almost every sphere of human life.
Therefore, corruption, even petty corruption can have
profound and disturbing implication for all. Corruption
systematically erodes all the key indicators of good land
governances which are intended to serve as a safeguard,
especially those whose land rights are vulnerable.
Corruption in land impedes inclusive development and
shared prosperity.

Legal Empowerment of women is critical
Ensuring accountability in land governance is important to
addressing corruption. Yet accountability splits into two
concepts –'accountability as right' and' accountability as
xi
power' Accountability must be demanded. Therefore,
women and men should be sensitized to appreciate their
'right'. Similarly, there is the need to empower people to
demand downward social accountability.
Recent developments in Adomfe, a farming community in
the Asante Akim South District in the Ashanti Region is
illustrative. When all attempts by the community members
to get the chief and elders to account for revenues they had
received from land and other natural resources failed, they
xii
were sued at the High Court. The chief was eventually
compelled to render accounts to the community. Small
scale legal empowerment can have a significant impact in
fighting corruption in land. Targeted and sustained legal
empowerment of women can help to break through even
the most formidable gendered barriers.

It weakens land tenure security and exposes land users
to increased likelihood of arbitrary displacement,
often without no or incommensurate compensation.
Corruption further raises transaction cost when
attempting to document one's land rights.
Corruption suppresses the voice of people in land
related decision making.
Corruption skews benefits which accrue from land in
their favour.

Capacity Building and gender awareness
among the bureaucrat is important

In each case, women are disproportionately affected, as a
result of existing cultural practices. But breaking the
corruption chain requires a comprehensive approach which
must be driven by well-targeted women centred advocacy
interventions which aim at improving tenure security,
amplifying the voice of women and ensuring equitable
benefit sharing approaches.

When personnel at key institutions such as Customary
Land Secretariats, Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
Office of the Administrator of Stool Lands and Lands
Commission among others are unable to appreciate the
gendered dimension of existing customary tenure and its
ramifications, it becomes a possible source of setback in the
fight against corruption in land against women. Gender
training of such stakeholders should be central in all future
interventions.

Push towards transparent, inclusive and
responsible land deals
Beef up the Lands Commission Guidelines in order to
strengthen the voice of women in negotiations for land
deals.

Client Service and Access Unit is
promising…. but pluck the possible pitfalls

Funding public hearing - there is the need to unpack the The success of the Client Service and Access Unit largely
exact incidental cost involved in the public hearing rests with the human factor as well as the technological
process. Any form of direct payment from the investor platform on which the concept is grounded. The possible
risk from the human factor is the likelihood for
to state officials should be
the
emergence of new forms of rent-seeking.
avoided in order to avoid
Targeted and sustained legal
From
the technological point of view, issues
what may appear to be a
empowerment
of
women
can
help
such
as internet connectivity, database
legitimate channel
security,
etc are equally key. There is the need
to
break
through
even
the
most
through which the
for
vigorous
monitoring and timely response
formidable gendered barriers.
bureaucrat can be
to
challenges
with
tailored solutions.
compromised.

Some gains have been made but there is
still much to be done. All hands must be on
board

Communities should avoid receiving upfront rent
payment for investors. None financial benefits such as
training and provision of infrastructure could benefit
men and women more equitably.

Years of advocacy on gender and land rights is yielding
some results. A recent gendered disaggregated data
indicates that an estimated 21 percent of all those who have
documented their land rights between 2005 and 2013 are
womenxiii . This is welcoming. However, this can possibly
mask some of the real unresolved challenges, particularly in

Due diligence and effective contracting when
executing large land deals
There is the need to improve due diligence in land
deals, especially for investors who are venturing into
7

Risk accessement training for CSOs working on land Governance
rural and patriarchal contexts. Civil Society Organisation,
Community Based Organisations and allied stakeholders
need to work more collaboratively to support communities.
Creating opportunities for timely reporting of corruption in
land deals is useful and stakeholders should employ various
avenues, including participatory governance and social
contract with duty bearers in order to be more accessible to
communities. The concept of 'Land Administration Mobile
Clinics' could further be an innovative means of getting
closer to communities. This will help to provide a channel
through which communities will voice their concerns and
also receive support..
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